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Introduction ˆ Central banks want to be robust: unwilling to bet on one particular model. ˆ Most explicit at the Bank of England (“Suite of models”),



but similar ideas at most (all?) central banks. ˆ Sounds reasonable, many (most, all?) economists agree. ˆ Here: such robustness can explain “the greatest failure of American



macroeconomic policy in the postwar period”. ˆ Striking and counterintuitive. ˆ What is going on?



1. The Cogley-Sargent story 2. Bayesian averaging vs. Robust control 3. How reasonable is this?
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The Cogley-Sargent story ˆ Policy procedure:



1. Fed estimates 3 models: – Samuelson-Solow – Solow-Tobin – Lucas-Sargent 2. Calculates posterior probabilities, α 3. Chooses inflation to minimize expected loss (weighted average of loss from each model) 4. Observes inflation and output 5. Reestimates model . . . ˆ Similar to “thick modeling” (Granger and Jeon, 2004). ˆ Note: Models very different, unlike most of the robustness literature.
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The Cogley-Sargent story, cont’d ˆ Estimated probabilities:



–1970: αSS ≈ 1. 1975–82: αLS ≈ 1, αSS = αST ≈ 0. 1982–: αST , αSS > 0 (Return of the Phillips curve). ˆ If using most likely model, set π = 0 from 1975 (optimal in LS). ˆ But gives infinite loss in SS and ST. ˆ Instead set π > 0, even higher than observed inflation during most of 1970s. ˆ New puzzle: robustness leads to macroeconomic failure.
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Comparison with Robust control ˆ CS focus on similarities with RC:



– Policymaker uses several models. – Avoids disaster, so takes worst-case model into account. ˆ More useful focus on differences. ˆ Robust control:



– Infinite number of models in neighborhood of benchmark. – Focus only on worst-case model ⇒ size of model set crucial. – Choose set of models carefully. – How? Use detection probabilities: ≈ include models you cannot reject ⇒ reasonably similar models. ˆ Here: Include all models, also if α ≈ 0



⇒ very different models.
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Comparison with Robust control, cont’d ˆ Note: α > 0 always, cannot reject model with probability 1. ˆ Result: Very unlikely model (SS) drives results.



Common criticism against RC, even more important here. ˆ RC policymaker would have rejected SS and ST in 1975, set π = 0. ˆ What does RC policy look like here?



Complication: benchmark model changes over time. Comparison would have been interesting. ˆ Madigan and Raftery (1994): Exclude models with low α if composite model unstabilizable.



Here not unstabilizable, but very bad outcomes. ˆ Unstabilizable using CPI inflation. ˆ Initial puzzle unanswered: Why did Fed not reject the SS and ST models?
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Is this a reasonable story? ˆ If Fed had used Cogley and Sargent’s methods, would have rejected SS and ST models. ˆ More likely: Fed overestimated α for SS and ST. ˆ Supported by quotes from Okun and Perry: all essays assign high probability to SS or ST. ˆ Why? Did they not use the same methods as Cogley and Sargent? ˆ Using their methods may give better explanation. ˆ Did the Fed worry more about recession than high inflation?



Perhaps preferences were not quadratic? Surico (2004): Asymmetric preferences can explain the increase in inflation.
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Conclusions ˆ Nice paper:



– Policy robustness is important – Compare very different models – Reasonable description of policy ˆ Does it explain the puzzle?



To some extent. ˆ Next step: Explain why Fed seemed to put so large weight on SS and ST models. ˆ Should central banks stop using suite of models?



No, but evaluate models carefully.
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